**Authored Books**


**Chapters in Books**


Bibliography


Refereed journal articles


**Conference contributions (with abstract references where available)**


Compston, H. & Bailey, I. 2009. How can we build political support for action on climate change in western democracies? Annual Conference of the Political Studies Association,
Compston, H. & Bailey, I. 2009. Political strategy and climate policy. 5th European Consortium for Political Research Conference, Potsdam University, September.


Gehrels, R. 2009. Sea-level rise in the British Isles during the 21st century: relevance of the late Holocene record of relative sea-level change. Fifth International Meeting of International


Middleton, J. 2009. Stepping in time: walking, time and space in the city. Invited keynote; Walking as Method and Practice, Cardiff University. 14th June.


Roberts, N. 2009. Holocene climate reconstruction: methods and applications with particular reference to the East Mediterranean region. Stine Rossel Memorial Conference, Copenhagen; Climate and Ancient Societies: causes and human response, invited plenary lecture, October

Roberts, N. 2009. Coaxing history to conduct experiments: multi-proxy palaeo - studies and hypothesis testing. QUESTING postgraduate summer school, Arc et Senans, France (invited speaker), August


Walsh, R.P.D. & Blake, W.H. 2009. Geomorphic impacts of future climatic change in the tropical rain forest zone. 7th International Conference on Geomorphology (ANZIAG), Melbourne, Australia, 6 - 11 July.


Wilkinson, S. Wallbrink, P. Hancock, G. Blake, W. Shakesby, R. Doerr, S. 2009. Wildfire Effects on Sediment Sources and Transport Using a Mixing Model of Fallout Radionuclide Tracers. 7th International Conference on Geomorphology (ANZIAG), Melbourne, Australia, 6 - 11 July


Wilson, G. 2009. Conceptualising multifunctional ‘quality’ at the rural community level: resilience, vulnerability, and economic, social and environmental capital. (Keynote paper). AAG Conference, Las Vegas, USA, March


Yarwood, R. 2009. Professional Volunteers and Pets that work (RGS/IBG Annual conference)

Exhibitions, performances and other creative output:

Other research Output (including other non-refereed publication, internal publications, book reviews, etc.)


Borisyuk, G. Johnston, R. Rallings, C & Thrasher, M. A method for measuring and decomposing bias for the three party case, at


Powel, B. 2009. ‘Darn Barn: Hamas yw’r unig fudiad sy’n barod i herio Israel’ (‘Opinion Piece: Hamas is the only organisation willing to challenge Israel’), Golwg, 8 January, p. 7.

Powel, B. 2009. ‘Diolch Byth am Ryan Giggs’ (‘Thank God for Ryan Giggs’), Barn, December, pp. 31-32. This is an article on popular representations of Wales in the international arena, not on the footballer per se!


Rallings C. & Thrasher, M. several articles in Local Government Chronicle, Sunday Times, Total Politics magazine etc.


Thrasher, M. various articles on polling and elections for Sky News website


New Research grants and contracts awarded in 2009

Bailey, I. EU FP7. The SOWFIA Project: study of ocean wave farm impacts assessment (socio-economic impacts work package) (consortium leader Deborah Greaves): c. £60,000. (provisional figure)

Blake, W.H. Development and test of new cost-effective monitoring technologies and planning design for restoration of wetlands – MONITECH. Danish Research Council: £25,000 (total project 11.6m DKR, with University of Arrhus)

Blake, W.H. The catastrophic Victoria wildfires: impact of extreme burn severity on the soil system. Natural Environment Research Council: £6,000 (total project £65,000, with Swansea University)

Blake, W.H. Carbon management in moorlands; effects of drainage and re-wetting on carbon sequestration. Seale Hayne Educational Trust: £9,000 (with Charman D and Parry L)


Mather, A.E. 2009. An Engineering transect of the Andes (Chile to Argentina). CETL: £3000

Roberts, N. 2009. 5000 years of climatic and cultural change in Cappadocia, central Turkey. National Geographic Society, Committee for Research and Exploration: US$22,000


Wilson, G.A. 2010-2014. DG XII Brussels (EU FP7) for a European project on ‘Land and ecosystem degradation and desertification: assessing the fit of responses’ (total project fund €3.1 million)Project co-ordination: University of the Aegean, Greece Position within project: Co-ordinator of British team (one postdoctoral researcher) and co-ordinator of one project module: €255,000 (£220,000)

New commissioned research work and consultancy in 2009

Shaw, J. and the South West Smartcard Forum (2009) £40,000 from the South West Regional Improvement and Efficiency Partnership Enterprise Fund for the project, Delivery framework for the introduction of a shared, regional, open access Smartcard Back Office System.

Whitehead, I. Impacts of Biomass production in the UK – socioeconomic element. UoExeter - £2,500

Whitehead, I. Understanding the environmental impacts of consuming foods that are produced locally in season. Defra (with SERIO and ADAS) - £68,500 (UoP element)

Whitehead, I. SoG PUP bid Stakeholder and public perceptions of wave energy. SWRDA Wave Hub - £3,000

**Exhibitions, performances and other creative output:**

Brockington, D. During 2009, I was invited to serve as an author / contributor to the United States-based academic blog (Political Science and International Relations) *Lawyers Guns & Money*. I contribute roughly five articles a week to the blog, which received 2.5 million visits during 2009, or roughly 6800 per day. My current institutional affiliation with the University of Plymouth is appropriately credited.

Powel, B. Regular analyst for BBC Wales (radio and television) on Middle East affairs.

**Conferences organised**


Mather, A.E. 2009. Tectonics and Geomorphology Session at the 7th International Conference on Geomorphology of the international Association of Geomorphologists (IAG), Melbourne, Australia, July. August.


**Positions on national and international bodies, (Editorial boards, committees, etc.)**

Bailey, I. editorial board, *Open Political Science Journal*

editorial board, *Geography Compass*

Blake, W.H. Associate Editor, *International Journal of Wildland Fire*

Board Member, *International Association for Sediment Water Science*

Agreement Holder within *International Atomic Energy Agency Coordinated Research Programme: Integrated Isotopic Approaches for an Area-wide Precision Conservation to control the Impacts of*

Fyfe, R. M. Membership Secretary, Association of Environmental Archaeology

Gehrels, R. Editorial Board, Marine Geology

Chair, INQUA Commission on Coastal and Marine Processes, North and West Europe Working Group.


Mather, A.E. Editorial Board, Journal of Iberian Geology

Editorial Board, Geomorphology

Middleton, J. Treasurer, Urban Geography Research Group, Royal Geographical Society

Powel, B. Member of the editorial board for EthnoPolitics.


Roberts, N. Editor Quaternary Science Reviews (Elsevier)

Editorial Board, Holocene (Sage)

Secretary to the Conference of Heads of Geography in UK Higher Education Institutions

Member of Council of Management and Research Committee of Royal Geographical Society (with Institute of British Geographers)

Shaw, J Associate Editor, Journal of Transport Geography

Specialist Adviser to House of Commons Transport Committee

Secretary of the Transport Geography Research Group of the RGS-IBG

Member of the First Great Western Advisory Board

Wilson G, A. Section editor for journal ‘Geography Compass: Environment and Society’ (published in UK; Blackwell)

Member of editorial board for journal 'Methodological Innovation' (published in UK; ISSN 1748-0612)

External examinations for research degrees and postgraduate taught programmes at Masters Level or equivalent at other institutions

Bailey, I. PhD, RMIT University, Melbourne

Blake, W.H. PhD, University of New South Wales

Gehrels, R. PhD, Utrecht University
Rallings, C. PhD, University of Gothenburg
Thrasher, M. Master in Public Administration and Public Policy, University of Exeter
Wilson, G. A. PhD Université de Neuchâtel (Switzerland)

External assessor for the review of the Department of Geography, University of Portsmouth

Research Degrees awarded


Kelly, C. PhD, 2009, Partnerships in the development and management of marine nature-based tourism, Director of Studies: Stephen Essex; Second Advisor: Richard Perkins; Third Advisor: Gillian Glegg.

Stroynowski, Z. PhD, 2009, A high-resolution climatic study of the Norwegian and Iberian Shelves during the Late Holocene: a diatom perspective. Supervisors: R. Gehrels, N. Roberts and F. Abrantes (Lisbon), in conjunction with Portuguese Science Foundation (FCT)

Woodbridge, J. PhD. 2009, Late Holocene lake diatom-inferred palaeoclimate from central Turkey. Supervisors: N Roberts and M Kent.